Makin’ Cows Smile
Questions
Name ________________________________

1. What is the difference between a calf, a heifer, and a cow?

2. There are several different types of material used in the cow stalls, list a minimum
of three

3. Who are some of the people dairy farmers work with to help take care of their
animals?

4. What types of feed do dairy cows eat?

5. How does the dairy farmer determine what cows should eat?

6. Why is it important to have a veterinarian for the dairy cows?

Match the Vocabulary word with the correct definition.

7. _____ Dairy Farmer
8. _____ Herdsperson
9. _____ Nutritionist
10. _____ Ration
11. _____ Veterinarian
12. _____ Dairy Cow
13. _____ Calf
14. _____ Heifer
15. _____ Udder
16. _____ Milker
17. _____ Stall
18. _____ Barn
19. _____ Cud
20. _____ Vaccination
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.

The unit that gently removes the milk from the cow’s udder
The special mix of feed that a cow eats to meet her specific dietary needs
Farm employees who have been specialized training in cow health care
The place where cows and other animals live
A medicine given to cows or other animals to prevent them from getting sick
A farm animal who is a female who produces milk for us to drink
A person whose job is to take care of dairy cows and to provide milk for us to drink and to make into
dairy products
What is produced after the cow eats her food, swallows it and regurgitates it to chew again
A baby cow
Someone who has specialized training in preparing special mixes of feed- called rations- that are
balanced to meet an animal’s specific dietary needs
Separate beds where individual cows sleep
The body part on the cow where she produces and stores milk
An animal doctor responsible for giving the animals regular medical care
A person whose job is to take care of dairy cows and to provide milk for us to drink and to make into
diary products

